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SUMMARY
This archaeological impact assessment report details the results of an archaeological assessment
undertaken on lands at Stepaside, Kilgobbin, Co. Dublin (Kilgobbin Td, Rathdown By, Kilgobbin Parish,
Centre of Site 719583, 724263, Figure 1). Test excavation was undertaken on 23rd June 2022 by Maeve
McCormick of Archer Heritage Planning Ltd under licence (22E0446) from the Department of Housing,
Local Government and Heritage (DHLGH) in consultation with the National Museum of Ireland (NMI). A
metal detection device license no 22R0210 was used to facilitate finds retrieval. The Archaeological
Impact Assessment employed a variety of sources in conjunction with non-intrusive surveys and
archaeological test excavation to make a coherent assessment of the cultural heritage risk associated
future development at the subject site. The following factors were identified in the course of the
assessment:


The site is large in scale (c. 1.97 ha.)



There are no recorded monuments situated within the site boundary. However, there was an
Urn Burial (DU026-123) located c. 50m north of the site. The Zone of Archaeological Potential
surrounding the Urn Burial terminates c.10m north of the boundary. There are an additional 25
RMPs within a 1km radius of the subject site.



No potential archaeological features were recorded within the subject site during analysis of
Historical Mapping or Aerial Photography.



There are 120 artefacts listed in the Topographical Files as found within Kilgobbin Townland.



No previous archaeological excavation works were undertaken within the subject site.
However, numerous excavations have been undertaken in the surrounding area, the results of
which are indicative of an area of high archaeological potential.



There are no Protected Structures within the subject site.



The subject site does not lie within an ACA.



No potential archaeological features were identified during site walkover survey. The subject
site was recorded as heavily disturbed from previous construction activity undertaken in
connection with adjacent housing estates.



Geophysical survey of the site was unviable due to the disturbed nature resulting from previous
construction activity undertaken in connection with adjacent housing estates.



No archaeological objects were retrieved in the course of metal detection survey 22R0210.



No archaeological sites, features or objects were recorded during test excavations 22E0446.

These factors indicate that there is low-moderate potential for the continued survival of buried
archaeological remains within the subject site.
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The proposed development will involve considerable ground disturbance works across the subject site
including excavations and other groundworks (e.g. provision of access roads and service trenches),
movement of machines and storage of material in sensitive areas. It is concluded that, in the absence of
the mitigation measures described below, significant impacts on the potential buried archaeological
remains at the site would be direct, negative and permanent.
Recommendation
All ground disturbance works across the development site should be monitored by a suitably qualified
archaeologist. In the event that archaeological material is recorded during monitoring, further
discussion/consultation with the DHLGH should be sought in order to ascertain the appropriate
treatment (i.e. preservation by record/preservation in situ) of any additional archaeological remains.
Should the DHLGH recommend preservation by record/full archaeological excavation, this work should
be undertaken under the appropriate licence.

NOTE: All conclusions and recommendations expressed in this report are subject to the approval of The

Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage (DHLGH) and the relevant local authorities. As
the statutory body responsible for the protection of Ireland’s archaeological and cultural heritage
resource, the DHLGH may issue alternative or additional recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This archaeological impact Assessment report has been prepared by Archer Heritage Planning Ltd for Mc
Garrell Reilly Homes in June 2022. The objective of the report was to identify and record the location,
nature and dimensions of archaeological or cultural heritage features, fabric or artefacts that may be
impacted by proposed development, gauge the level of impact and include recommendations for potential
mitigations necessary. The study included an examination of existing documentary sources, which was
completed in tandem with non-intrusive walkover, geophysical survey, licensed metal detection survey and
licensed archaeological test trench assessment. The study was undertaken by Maeve McCormick MSc of
Archer Heritage Planning Ltd.
1.1 Proposed Development
The development will consist of;
i.
the construction of 118 no. residential units comprising:
a) 28 no. 1-bedroom and 69 no. 2-bedroom apartments in 1 no. block ranging from 3 to 6storeys in height;
b) 10 no. 3-bedroom houses all with private amenity space;
c) 11 no. 4-bedroom houses all with private amenity space;
ii.

the provision of podium level communal open space with a Gross Floor Area (GFA) of 1,454sq.m
to serve the apartments in Block 1;

iii.

the provision of 4,002 sq.m of public open space;

iv.

the construction of a 2-storey childcare facility with a GFA of 156sq.m. with an associated play
area and set-down car parking spaces;

v.

the provision of 153 no. on-site car parking spaces that will provide for 97 no. under podium
spaces for residents of the apartment building, 10 no. visitor car-parking spaces, 42 no. incurtilage car parking spaces for the housing units and 4 no. car-parking spaces designated for
the childcare facility;

vi.

4 no. motorcycle parking spaces at under podium level;

vii.

the provision of 248 no. bicycle parking spaces including 170 no. long-stay spaces, 56 no. shortstay spaces and 22 no. for use by the childcare facility;

viii.

access will be provided via a 137m extension to the Clay Farm Loop Road and construction of
local access roads to serve the development which will connect with the new section of the Clay
Farm Loop Road;

ix.

provision of 4 no. new pedestrian and cyclist links to adjoining residential development in
Stepaside Park, one of which will also facilitate emergency vehicle access to Stepaside Park and
access to re-configured bin-store for existing residents of The Courtyard;

x.

all ancillary site development works including plant, waste storage areas, landscaping, green
roofs, boundary treatments, SuDS measures, ESB substation, public lighting, and solar PV
panels.
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1.2 Method Statement
This assessment aims to establish the archaeological potential of the proposed development area, to
determine the potential impact of the proposed development and if necessary, design a suitable mitigation
strategy. The following sources were consulted in the preparation of this report:
o Record of Monuments and Places (RMP)/ Sites and Monuments Record1
o Topographical Files of the National Museum of Ireland
o Aerial photography
o Historical maps
o Documentary research
o Relevant on-line databases (e.g. Excavation Bulletin; NRA Archaeological Database).
o Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2016-2022
o Ballyogan & Environs Local Area Plan (2019-2025)
1.3 Archaeological Requirements
The subject site is a Strategic Housing Development application. In addition to the current County
Development Plan, a Local Area Plan has been designed to ensure the successful development of the
area. The Ballyogan & Environs Local Area Plan (BELAP) 2019-2025 was adopted on 1st July 2019. It
outlines a range of Built Heritage and Archaeological Policies. The Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown Development
Plan 2022-28 contains a range of Policies in relation to protection of the Archaeological Resource. A
selection of relevant policies are detailed below:
11.3.1.1 Policy Objective HER1: Protection of Archaeological Heritage
It is a Policy Objective to protect archaeological sites, National Monuments (and their settings), which have
been identified in the Record of Monuments and Places and, where feasible, appropriate and applicable to
promote access to and signposting of such sites and monuments.
11.3.1.2 Policy Objective HER2: Protection of Archaeological Material in Situ
It is a Policy Objective to seek the preservation in situ (or where this is not possible or appropriate, as a
minimum, preservation by record) of all archaeological monuments included in the Record of Monuments
and Places, and of previously unknown sites, features and objects of archaeological interest that become
revealed through development activity. In respect of decision making on development proposals affecting
sites listed in the Record of Monuments and Places, the Council will have regard to the advice and/ or
recommendations of the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DCHG).

1

Archive Unit National Monuments Service, Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht ,
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The Ballyogan & Environs LAP (2019-2025) states:
7.3. LAP Policies,
7.3.1. Built Heritage
Policy BELAP BH1 – Urban Design: To promote high quality urban design with
particular reference to the ‘12 Criteria’ outlined in the ‘Urban Design Manual - A Best Practice
Guide’ (2009).
Policy BELAP BH2 – Protected Structures: To ensure that new development respects
the significance of the Protected Structures within the BELAP area and responds to their historic
spatial context and landscape setting and the opportunity presented by these buildings to create
a unique feature and setting that enhance the sense of place for new communities.
7.3.2. Archaeology
Policy BELAP A1 – Archaeological Assessment: To require Archaeological Impact
Assessments, including an archaeological geophysical survey, with any Planning application for
future redevelopment within lands containing, or adjoining, sites of archaeological interest,
including recorded monuments.
Policy BELAP A2 – Archaeological Features: To incorporate historic features and
archaeological remains into the design and layout of new development areas so as to link new
development with its historical context and enhance the sense of unique identity. (See Figure
11.1)
2. RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Site Description
The subject lands are located c.11 km south of Dublin City Centre and c.400 metres from Stepaside
village (Figure 1 & 2). The subject site is one of two tracts of land which will be tested under this current
licence. The site’ (1.97 hectares) is irregular in shape and is bound by existing two-storey residential
dwellings along its western and southern boundaries (Stepaside Park) and by Clay Farm - Phase 2 lands
to the east. It is a brown field site that has been heavily disturbed in the past. The site lies on the route of
the proposed Clay Farm Loop Road that will be extended should this application be approved (Figure 2).
2.2 Brief archaeological and historical background
Evidence for human activity in the area dates from at least the Neolithic period, with monuments and
artefacts in the area attesting to ritual, social and settlement activity over several thousand years. The
most visible traces of the Neolithic occupation and ritual activity in the wider area are megalithic tombs,
examples of which are located at Kilternan (c.3km S) and Brennanstown (c.5km E) with stone cairns also
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recorded along Two and Three Rock Mountains. Wedge tombs, the last of the megalithic tradition dating to
the Bronze Age, are found at Kilmashoge (c.3km W) and Ballyedmonduff (c.2km SW) (Crowley 2018).
In the townland of Newtown Little to the southwest of the proposed development, archaeological
investigations produced evidence for settlement activity in the early, middle, and late Neolithic period
(Phelan 2005; Licence Ref. 05E0655). In the field adjacent to Kilgobbin Castle (DU025-017001) to the
north of the subject site within Kilgobbin townland, settlement, and burial activity (some of which dated to
the late Neolithic/Beaker period) was uncovered during archaeological monitoring of topsoil removal and
subsequently excavated (Hagen 2003; Licence Ref. 02E1173ext).
Archaeological excavations in Kilgobbin townland in advance of a large residential development revealed
a small Bronze Age cremation burial complex, incorporating two cremation burials, one of which contained
a coarse pottery vessel, possibly of middle to late Bronze Age date (Hagen 2004b; Licence Refs 02E0906,
02E1104, 02E1173, 02E1196, 02E1220, 03E0306, 03E0717, 04E0566). Further excavations for the same
development in 2003 in Kilgobbin / Newtown Little identified a second Bronze Age burial complex (Hagen
2004a; Licence Ref. 03E0306) and a burnt mound, with associated activity in the form of a hearth, post
and stake holes and a pit containing numerous fragments of prehistoric pottery of possible early–late
Bronze Age date (Cryerhall 2004; Licence Ref. 03E0717). A single late Bronze Age pit was also identified
as part of these investigations in Kilgobbin in 2004, along with the early Neolithic material noted above
(Dennehy 2004a; Licence Ref. 04E0566). The number of Bronze Age sites identified on either side of
Ballyogan Stream emphasise the intensity of human activity in this area during this period. In the
neighbouring Woodside townland a ring-ditch, cremation pits, and a fulacht fiadh were identified during
archaeological investigations in advance of development (Licence Nos 03E0533 & 02E1584, c. 360m west
/ northwest). By comparison, evidence for Iron Age activity in the Kilgobbin area is sparse - a small iron
tube (NMI ref, 1972:19) of possible Iron Age date was recovered within Kilgobbin townland itself. (Deery
2004, Crowley 2018).
The medieval period is well-represented in Kilgobbin Townland, with the standing remains of the tower
house at Kilgobbin located only c.250m to the north of the proposed development site (DU025-017001;
known as ‘Kilgobbin Castle’). Kilgobbin’s status as a frontier village of the Pale is mirrored in other tower
houses in the locality, such as those at Carrickmines (DU026-005, National Monument) and Murphystown
(DU023-025). The churches, holy wells, and crosses in the area also point to a considerable local
population living in well-defined villages and hamlets, rather than scattered across the landscape. They
seem to reflect a relatively stable early medieval and medieval population (Crowley 2018).
The Harold family, who occupied a great tract of land around the Dublin Mountains, first owned the lands
of Kilgobbin after the Anglo-Norman invasion in 1169; Sir John Harold is described in a deed dated to the
4
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middle of the 13th century as ‘Lord John Harold of Kilgobbin’ (Ball 1905). Ownership of Kilgobbin
subsequently passed from the Harolds to the Hacketts and then to a branch of the Walsh family of
Carrickmines, the Harolds’ allies in the protection of the Pale. The construction of Kilgobbin Castle
(DU025-01701), as with the nearby Carrickmines Castle, was almost certainly due to the Walsh family
(Crowley 2018).
The O’Byrnes of Wicklow continued to attack the Pale defences in the 15th century and one of the earliest
records of Kilgobbin castle dates to 1476, when it was sacked by the O’Byrnes (Ibid.). The castle was
besieged in the winter after the rebellion of 1641/2; when it was finally captured, it is reported that the
castle was razed and that all 300 of its inhabitants were massacred (Ball 1902).
During the late 13th and 14th centuries, the Irish living in the Wicklow and Dublin Mountains began to
launch raids on the Anglo-Norman settlements of south County Dublin. The Pale boundary (DU026-087,
DU026-12102, DU026-115) partially surrounded Dublin during the late medieval period and was a
defensive structure built by the English settlers. The two stretches of the Pale boundary in Kilgobbin
(DU026-087) and Jamestown (DU026-115) are among the last remaining traces in Dublin of this
earthwork. The third section at Kilgobbin (DU026-12102) no longer survives above ground, but is shown
on Rocque’s map as extending into the village as far as Kilgobbin castle (Crowley 2018).
In January 1642, on the same day that Dundrum Castle was taken, the attacking party proceeded to the
Castle of Kilgobbin, and were met by resistance from the castle (Crowley 2018). Some prominent leaders
of the Irish are said to have been in the castle at the time and to have afterwards escaped. After the defeat
of the rebels at Dean’s Grange and Carrickmines in February 1642, Kilgobbin castle was taken possession
of by General Monk, and was garrisoned by his company (Healy 1983). Local tradition has it that the field
now occupied by the Sandyford Hall housing estate was the site of a battle, and cannon balls are said to
have been dug up here from time to time. This indicates something more than a brief exchange of musket
fire, possibly even a skirmish outside the defences of the castle (Goodbody 1993).
2.3 Record of Monuments & Places
The Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) is a statutory inventory of archaeological sites protected
under the National Monuments Acts 1930-2004 (Section 12, 1994 Act), compiled and maintained by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland (ASI). The inventory concentrates on pre-1700 AD sites and is based on
a previous inventory known as the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) which does not have legal
protection or status (see www.archaeology.ie).
There are no RMP’s within the subject area. However, there was an Urn Burial (DU026-123) located c.
50m north of the site. Lewis (1837) reported that an urn was discovered in the lawn of Kilgobbin Cottage.
The Zone of Archaeological Potential surrounding the Urn Burial terminates c.10m north of the boundary.
5
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Habitation site (DU026-156) was located c.300m to the south. This habitation was discovered during
excavations (97E0467) undertaken during the construction of the housing estates to the south of the site
(Figure 2).
There are an additional 24 RMPs within a 1km radius of the subject site. A church (DU025-016001) and its
graveyard (DU025-016002-) and associated grave slabs (DU025-016002, -003, -004, -005) are located
c.350m to the west of the subject area. A fragment of a cross head (DU025-016007-) was found among a
heap of stones inside the church and Bullaun stone (DU025:016001-) was also found alongside the cross
fragment (Figure 1).
Post medieval Kilgobbin Castle/Tower House (DU025-017001) is located c.500m north of the subject site.
Linear earthwork (DU026-087), identified as a possible section of the Pale Ditch is located c.250m to NE
of the subject area (see Figure 1). It comprises a roughly continuous linear bank of earth and stone with a
ditch on the southern or upper slope side). This ditch is more apparent at the western end of the
earthwork. Further to the north another segment of the linear earthwork (DU026-121002) is noted. It is
recorded in the RMP that a lane which runs off Kilgobbin road to Kilgobbin cottage was a bank in the early
eighteenth century, which followed the line of a Pale ditch which it replaced (Figure 1).
For further details see Appendix 2.
2.4 Topographical Files
The National Museum of Ireland Topographical Files is the national archive of all known antiquities
recorded by the National Museum listed by county and townland/street. These files relate primarily to
artefacts but also include references to monuments and contain a unique archive of records of previous
archaeological excavations. The Museum files present an accurate catalogue of objects reported to that
institution from 19282. There are 120 artefacts listed in the Topographical Files as found within Kilgobbin
Townland. These include pottery and a clay pipe found at a battle site in the townland alongside some
further pottery, glass and iron objects and animal remains found at unlisted locations within the townland.
For further information see Appendix 1
2.5 Cartographic Sources
Analysis of historic mapping can show human impact on landscape over a prolonged period. Large
collections of historical maps (pre- and early Ordnance Survey maps as well as estate or private maps)
are held at the Glucksman Map Library, Trinity College and other sources (UCD Library, Ordnance Survey
Ireland, local libraries and published material). The development of the site and its vicinity recorded
through the eighteenth to twentieth century cartography are described in Table 1 (Figure 3-4). No potential
archaeological features were recorded within the subject site during analysis of Historical Mapping.

The NMI Topographical Files search was undertaken by the Irish Antiquities Division of the NMI on behalf of Archer Heritage and
is gratefully acknowledged,
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Description
The Down Survey map of Rathdown barony names and depicts Newtown Little
townland (‘Litle Newtowne’ on the map) and shows a house within it (the house is
described as ‘in repaire’ in the Down Survey parish terrier). Kilgobbin is not named or
depicted. Its general location falls within an area denoted as church land. A castle is
depicted on the map, which may represent Kilgobbin Castle (DU025-017001).
Map Title: An actual Survey of the County of Dublin. Rocque’s map of 1760 shows the
area in more detail. The proposed development site can be approximately located by
the Ballyogan Stream on its north side, Kilgobbin Road to the east, and Kilgobbin Castle
on its south side, and a field boundary to the west. The tower house (RMP DU025017001, Kilgobbin Castle) is depicted as a square structure and annotated ‘Castle’.
Four buildings are depicted in a cluster to the south of Kilgobbin Road which could
represent the earliest iteration of Clay Farm to the north of the Site (Figure 3).
In the intervening years between Rocque’s 1760 and Taylor’s 1816 map, the present
Ballyogan (Ballyogan) road was laid out (annotated ‘New Road’ on the map) and can be
seen running roughly parallel with the Ballyogan Stream to the northeast.
A laneway leading off the Kilgobbin road towards 4 structures could represent the lane
leading to Clay Farm and the farm itself, which lies immediately to the north of the site
(Figure 3).
The first edition OS six-inch map of 1837provides the earliest complete and accurate
survey of the study area (Figure 4).
The site is depicted as a green field site located to the south of Kilgobbin Cottage lands.
The subject area contains parts of 4 fields and a wooded area to the north. There are
three field boundaries within the site, one running NW/SE, and two running NE/SW.

Down Survey

1656

Rocque

1760

Taylor

1816

1st Edition OS

1837

2nd Edition OS

1867

Development sites are unchanged from previous map.

3rd

1907-9

Development sites are unchanged from previous map.

Edition OS

Cassini

19101930

Development sites are unchanged from previous map. (Figure 3)

Table 1: Cartographic Sources relating to the site
2.6 Aerial Photographs
Aerial photography (or other forms of remote sensing) may reveal certain archaeological features or sites
(earthworks, crop marks, soil marks) that for many reasons may not be appreciated at ground level. Online
orthostatic photographs of the site were examined (Ordnance Survey Ireland 1995, 2000 & 2005; Digital
Globe 2011-13, Aerial Premium 2012-2018 and Google Earth Pro 2005 to Present). (Figure 4)
The subject site is depicted in OSi Aerial photograph (2000) as heavily disturbed in the central and eastern
half as a result of construction works on the Stepaside Park residential development. By OSi Aerial
Photograph 2005 this disturbance has grassed over, however in Google Earth Pro (2016-2020) the
eastern half of the subject area has been completely disturbed and churned up with tyre tracks, topsoil
removal and spoil heaps as a result of further construction work on Stepaside Park (Figure 4). The subject
site had grassed over by 2021. This ground disturbance and topsoil removal was confirmed by the site
visit on the 5th of May 2022 (Plate 1-4). No potential archaeological features were identified within the
subject site during analysis of Aerial Photography.
7
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2.7 Previous Archaeological investigations
The Excavation Bulletin is a database of summary accounts of archaeological excavations in Ireland and
Northern Ireland from 1970 onwards. Summaries relating to archaeological excavations undertaken by the
National Roads Authority are also available on-line and were consulted for any adjacent sites. Reports on
licensed archaeological works are also held by the Archive Unit of the National Monuments Section.
Testing and monitoring works (License No 97E0467) took place in the lands to the south and partially
overlapping the site subject area. Habitation site DU026-156 was uncovered c.300m to the south of the
subject site. The subject site itself was utilised as a compound and spoil heap area and so was not fully
investigated (Figure 5).
There were multiple excavations within the townland. Four separate licences (02E0906, 02E1173,
05E0322, 18E0275 and 22E0187) were registered for archaeological works including monitoring, testing
and excavation in the land immediately north of Kilgobbin Castle (DU025-017001) c.450m north of the
subject site. The results of these works included medieval and post medieval ditches and pits, a kiln and a
single burial within one of the ditches.
Four excavations (00E0247, 14E0359, 17E0585 & 17E0585ext) were undertaken across the nearby
boundary called ‘The Pale’ (DU026-087 & DU026-115) located c.300m NE of the subject site. These
works revealed the bank to comprise of a natural glacial deposit which had been reinforced along the
edges so as to make it steeper. For further details see Appendix 3.
2.8 Record of Protected Structures
Local Authorities have a statutory responsibility to safeguard architectural heritage in accordance with Part
IV of the Planning and Development Act 2000. Under S.51 (1), a County Council must compile a Record of
Protected Structures (RPS), which lists all structures which are of special architectural, historical,
archaeological, artistic, cultural, scientific, social or technical interest. The protection, unless otherwise
stated, includes the exterior and interior of the structure, lands lying within its curtilage (boundary), other
structures and their interiors within the curtilage, plus all fixtures and fittings which form part of the interior
or exterior of any of these structures. Buildings can be added to, or deleted from the RPS at any time,
though generally this occurs when the county development plan is being reviewed.
The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH) was established on a statutory basis under the
provisions of the Architectural Heritage (National Inventory) and Historic Monuments (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1999. Its purpose is to identify, record, and evaluate the post-1700 architectural heritage of
Ireland, uniformly and consistently as an aid in the protection and conservation of the built heritage. It is
intended to provide a basis for recommendations of the Minister for Housing, Local Government and
Heritage to Local Authorities for the inclusion of particular structures in Records of Protected Structures
(RPS).
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There are no Protected Structures within the subject site. However there are 13 Protected Structures
located within 1km from the subject site. There are an additional five sites entered in the NIAH within the
same study area.
For the most part the Protected Structures comprise large houses lining the Kilgobbin road which were
constructed in the late 18th/ early 19th century such as Kilgobbin Villa (1688), Thornberry House (1689),
Castle Lodge (1690), Kilgobbin Castle (house; 1696), Oldtown House (1700), Violet Hill (1675), Greenfield
Lodge (1676), and Kilgobbin House (1684). Another RPS site is Kilgobbin Church (1717) located in
Stepaside village which is which is also a Recorded Monument (RMP DU025-016001).
The features which were recorded within the NIAH and not the RPS are more modern in date ranging from
late 19th to modern. These include a milestone (60260004), Greenfield house (60260006), a mausoleum
(60250010), Post box (60250013) and Clay Farm (60260009). Clay Farm (60260009) is located c.20m NE
of the subject site.
For further details see Appendix 4.
2.9 Architectural Conservation Areas (ACAs)
The Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended), provides that all development plans must now
include objectives for preserving the character of Architectural Conservation Areas (ACAs). An ACA is a
place, area, groups of structures or townscape of special architectural, historical, archaeological, artistic,
cultural, scientific, social or technical interest, or which contribute to the appreciation of protected
structures, and whose character it is an objective of a development plan to preserve. In these areas, the
protection of the architectural heritage is best achieved by controlling and guiding change on a wider scale
than the individual structure, in order to retain the overall architectural or historic character of an area.
The subject area is not located within an Architectural Conservation Area (ACA). The nearest ACA is Arkle
Square, Brewery Road, Stillorgan located c.1km to the north of the subject area and Foxrock village
located c.2.5km to the east. There will be no direct impact or indirect impact from development on the
nearest ACA.
2.10. Site Walkover Survey
The site was visited by Maeve McCormick of Archer Heritage Planning Ltd on 5th of May 2022 (Plate 1-4).
The subject site is moderate to steeply sloped from south-west to north-east. It is a brownfield site as a
result of the building works on Stepaside Park to the west. It has been heavily excavated in certain areas
with topsoil removed across the site and spoil heaps, concrete dumps etc concentrated on the south-east
side of the site. The ground comprises gravel and paved patches. There is a builders compound to the
south-east near the entrance gate. In the north-west a modern concrete drain was excavated and put in
place during the building works of Stepaside Park.
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2.11. Geophysical Survey
Geophysical Survey (Licence Ref: 22R0169) was proposed at the site in advance of test excavation. The
site was visited on 24th May 2022 by Bart Korfaenty and Aidan O’Connell of Archer Heritage Planning.
However, due to the level of disturbance, vegetation, in-situ hardcore material and spoil heaps across the
site, gradiometer survey was unviable (Korfaenty & O’Connell 2022).
2.12. Metal Detection
Test excavation took place on 23 June in dry sunny conditions. Metal detection was carried out alongside
the excavation works under Licence No 22R0210. The metal detection was undertaken with a Minelab X–
terra 705 with pre-set 28-segment discrimination scale that allows All Metal & Iron Mask functions was
utilised on site. The detector was set to the ‘All Metal’ setting. The metal detector was used across each
trench and upcast spoil. Numerous modern objects were recorded in the course of metal detection. None
were retained. No archaeological objects were recorded.
2.13 Test Excavation
Test excavation was undertaken under License No 22E0446 on the 23-24 June 2022 in dry sunny
conditions. A total of 10 trenches were proposed across two sites with a combined length of 625 linear
metres. Six of these trenches (Trenches 5-10) were located within the current subject site (see Figures 6-7
for trench locations). These were excavated on 23rd June 2022. There were potential constraints to the
approved methodology noted in advance of test excavation. These mainly related to the location of spoil
heaps and vegetation across the site. The entire site had been subject to clearance and disturbance
during the construction of the adjacent housing estate. There were several large spoil heaps, heaps of
concrete, an area of deep excavation and a builders compound located within the application area.
Consequently, it was necessary to adjust trench locations across the site in order to position trenches
between spoil heaps and along open spaces. Also, it was necessary to re-position Trench 5 away from an
open drain/culvert and then cease excavation in this trench on discovery of unexpected underground
services. Trenches were excavated by a mechanical excavator under constant archaeological supervision.
Overburden was cleared with the aid of a digging bucket (i.e. with teeth). Once the subsoil surface was
reached, a grading bucket was utilised to clean the base of the trench. Each trench was inspected for
archaeological remains and scanned with the metal detector (see above). All trenches were reinstated on
completion. The results are listed in Table 2 below.
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Trench

L x B x D (m)

Orientation

T5

20 x 1.8 x 0.75

NW/SE

T6

50 x 1.8 x 0.85

NW/SE

T7

18 x 1.8 x 1.1-1.5

NW/SE

T8

22 x 1.8 x 1.0

NW/SE

T9

30 x 1.8 x 1.1-1.25

NW/SE

T10

45 x 1.8 x 0.7

NW/SE

Description
Trench repositioned to avoid open drain/culvert
at the west. Trench terminated on encountering
services.
Mid brown stony clay excavated as far as stony
orange clay subsoil. No archaeology found.
Trench terminated at north to avoid mound of
soil and fenceline.
0.5m hardcore material, 0.5m brown stony clay
and 0.5m brownish grey stony clay (with building
rubble) excavated onto compact orange stony
clay subsoil. No archaeology found. Trench
terminated at south to avoid existing foul line
and at north to avoid trees/vegetation.
0.5m hardcore material and 0.5m mixed clay
excavated as far as a compact orange clay
subsoil. No archaeology found. Trench
terminated to avoid existing foul line.
Re-orientated to avoid spoilheap. 1.2m brown
stony clay with building refuse excavated as far
as compact stony orange brown clay. No
archaeology found.
Repositioned to the west in order to avoid
vegetation, an open drain/culvert and an
extensive spoilheap. 0.7 redeposited clays
excavated as far as a compact stony orange
clay. No archaeology found.

Total
185 linear metres, 333 sq m
Table 2: Testing Results
Significant quantities of redeposited clays and ‘made ground’ were encountered across the site. No sites,
features or objects of archaeological significance were recorded.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL
This Archaeological Impact Assessment report has employed a variety of sources in conjunction with nonintrusive surveys and archaeological test excavation to make a coherent assessment of the cultural
heritage risk associated future development at the subject site. The following factors were identified in the
course of the assessment:


The site is large in scale (c. 1.97 ha.)



There are no recorded monuments situated within the site boundary. However, there was an Urn
Burial (DU026-123) located c. 50m north of the site. The Zone of Archaeological Potential
surrounding the Urn Burial terminates c.10m north of the boundary. There are an additional 25
RMPs within a 1km radius of the subject site.



No potential archaeological features were recorded within the subject site during analysis of
Historical Mapping or Aerial Photography.



There are 120 artefacts listed in the Topographical Files as found within Kilgobbin Townland.



No previous archaeological excavation works were undertaken within the subject site. However,
numerous excavations have been undertaken in the surrounding area, the results of which are
indicative of an area of high archaeological potential.



There are no Protected Structures within the subject site.



The subject site does not lie within an ACA.



No potential archaeological features were identified during site walkover survey. The subject site
was recorded as heavily disturbed from previous construction activity undertaken in connection
with adjacent housing estates.



Geophysical survey of the site was unviable due to the disturbed nature resulting from previous
construction activity undertaken in connection with adjacent housing estates.



No archaeological objects were retrieved in the course of metal detection survey 22R0210.



No archaeological sites, features or objects were recorded during test excavations 22E0446.

These factors indicate that there is low-moderate potential for the continued survival of buried
archaeological remains within the subject site.
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4. IMPACTS
The proposed development will involve considerable ground disturbance works across the subject site
including excavations and other groundworks (e.g. provision of access roads and service trenches),
movement of machines and storage of material in sensitive areas.
The potential impact is based on Guidelines for the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact
Assessment Reports (EPA 2022) and Appendix 4 of the Guidelines for the Assessment of Archaeological
Heritage Impact of National Road Schemes (Anon. 2006, 54). It is concluded that, in the absence of the
mitigation measures described below, significant impacts on the potential buried archaeological remains at
the site would be direct, negative and permanent.
5. RECOMMENDATIONS
All ground disturbance works across the development site should be monitored by a suitably qualified
archaeologist. In the event that archaeological material is recorded during monitoring, further
discussion/consultation with the DHLGH should be sought in order to ascertain the appropriate treatment
(i.e. preservation by record/preservation in situ) of any additional archaeological remains. Should the
DCHG recommend preservation by record/full archaeological excavation, this work should be undertaken
under the appropriate licence.

NOTE: All conclusions and recommendations expressed in this report are subject to the approval of The

Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage (DHLGH) and the relevant local authorities. As
the statutory body responsible for the protection of Ireland’s archaeological and cultural heritage resource,
the DHLGH may issue alternative or additional recommendations.
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APPENDIX 1: TABLE OF ENTRIES IN TOPOGRAPHICAL FILES
NMIRegisterNo SimpleName

Component

Townland

1971:1050

Ring

Copper alloy

KILGOBBIN

1971:1126.1

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.10

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.11

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.12

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.13

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.14

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.15

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.16

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.17

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.18

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.19

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.2

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.20

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.21

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.22

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.23

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.24

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.25

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.26

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.27

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.28

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.29

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.3

Dish

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.30

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.31

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.32

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.33

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.34

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.35

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.36

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.37

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.38

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.39

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN
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NMIRegisterNo SimpleName

Component

Townland

FindPlace

County

1971:1126.4

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.40

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.41

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.42

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.43

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.44

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.45

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.46

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.47

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.48

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.49

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.5

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.50

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.51

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.52

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.53

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.54

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.55

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.56

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.57

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.58

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.59

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.6

Bottle

Glass

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.60

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.61

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.62

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.63

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.64

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.65

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.66

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.67

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.68

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.69

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.7

Clay pipe

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.70

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN
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NMIRegisterNo SimpleName

Component

Townland

FindPlace

County

1971:1126.71

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.72

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.73

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.74

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.75

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.76

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.77

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.78

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.79

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.8

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.80

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.81

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.82

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.83

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.84

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.85

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.86

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.87

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.88

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.89

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.9

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.90

Bowl

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.91

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.92

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.93

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.94

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.95

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.96

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.97

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1971:1126.98

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

Battle site

DUBLIN

1972:16.1

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:16.2

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.1

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.10

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.11

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN
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NMIRegisterNo SimpleName

Component

Townland

FindPlace

County

1972:17.12

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.13

ANIMAL

ANIMAL

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

REMAINS

REMAINS

1972:17.2

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.3

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.4

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.5

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.6

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.7

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.8

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:17.9

Pottery

Ceramic

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.1

Object

Iron

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.2

Object

Glass

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.3

Object

Glass

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.4

Object

Glass

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.5

Object

Glass

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN

1972:18.6

Object

Glass

KILGOBBIN

UNKNOWN

DUBLIN
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APPENDIX 2: RECORD OF MONUMENTS AND PLACES
SMR No

Class

Townland

ITM

Distance to
site

718924,
c.350m W
724351
Situated on the N slope of Three Rock Mountain S Kilgobbin Lane, near Stepaside Village. Outside Kilgobbin
church (DU025:016001-) is a bullaun on the upper surface of a large boulder into which the shaft of a ringed
grante cross is morticed.
DU025-016001-

Church

KILGOBBIN

A graveyard (DU025-016002-). A church (DU025-016001-) with a plain rectangular plan and a porch/sacristy on
the N side. The make-up is of granite masonry, heavily mortared, being more regular at the chancel end
suggesting a sequence in building on the site. There is a single bellcote over the W gable. It was built between
1703-7 to serve the parishes of Taney and Cruagh (Turner 1983, 39-40) and occupies the site of medieval parish
church and pre Norman foundation (Anon 1900, 191).
Attached to the S wall of the interior are eight carved stone fragments identified during restoration work in 1983.
These comprise four quern fragments, a notched stone, (25:16(06) two tall granite graveslabs (SMR 25:16(02)
and a grave slab fragment (DU025-016005-). The notched stones may have been used to hold the end of a door
frame or as a corbel to hold a rood frame. Attached to the S wall of the interior is a grave slab (DU025-016004-)
fragment found during restoration work in the graveyard. It is a small fragmenty (L0.33m, Wth 0.20m, T0.13m). It
bears part of a shallow cupmark and set of three concentric circles(O h Eailidhe 1984, 142).
Fragment of a cross head (DU025-016007-) was found among a heap of stones inside the church. It is of
granite(L0.18m, T 0.09m). Appears to have had a circular panel at the centre and short arms. The central panel is
framed by an incised line and raised border. On the other face there is a raised border and one arm of a cross
drawn with arcs in relief. Date is uncertain (O h Eailidhe 1984, 143).
Attached to the porch wall are seven architectural fragments (DU025-016008-, DU025-016009-, DU025-016010-).
These had been built into the base of the porch wall.
One of the quernstone fragments (diam.0.50m) is concave on one face with a damaged central hole bearing a
shallow cupmark and set of concentric circles of Rathdown type (ÓhÉailidhe 1984, 142-44).
A graveslab (DU025-016003-) of Rathdown type has been built into the porch over the W door. The granite slab (L
1.60m), tapers in width (0.46m-0.41m, T 0.10m). Decoration consists of deeply incised lines running diagonally
from corner to corner. They are squared off (L.0.76m, 0.65m respectively).
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718956,
c.350m W
724369
718938,
DU025-016003- Graveslab
KILGOBBIN
c.350m W
724364
718939,
c.350m W
DU025-016004- Graveslab
KILGOBBIN
724363
718942,
c.350m W
DU025-016005- Graveslab
KILGOBBIN
724362
718941,
DU025-016007- Cross
KILGOBBIN
c.350m W
724363
718937,
Architectural
c.350m W
KILGOBBIN
DU025-016008724363
fragment
718913,
DU025-016011- Cross
KILGOBBIN
c.350m W
724388
An incomplete ringed granite cross stands on the roadside NW of Kilgobbin church (DU025-016001) and
graveyard (DU025-016002). It is situated adjacent to an open green area, downslope from the ecclesiasstical
complex (Harbison,1992 116-7). The general setting is now a suburban one. The shaft (W.37m, D.2m) which
tapers towards the bottom, is morticed into a rounded boulder, (W1.45m, H.60m). The base has been exposed to
weathering but until recently had had its lower portions buried. There are roll mouldings on the edges of the shaft
and the sides are undecorated. The upper surface of the base has a bullaun on its SW side. In overall dimensions
the cross measures 2.45m in height and in its unbroken condition would have measured 1.18m across the arms if
DU025-016002-

Graveyard

KILGOBBIN
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complete. The southern part of the ringed cross is absent. Along the shaft a central moulding rises on the E face
to form an unidentifiable object at the feet of Christ. A crucifixion scene in low relief is depicted with Christ with
arms outstretched wearing long robes. Traces of a figure, clothed in a long garment are visible on the W face but
with shortened arms may represent the Risen Christ or Christ in Glory (ibid, 117). The cross is said to have been
discovered buried in the graveyard in the last century and then re-erected in the present position.
718937,
DU025-016012- Bullaun stone
KILGOBBIN
c.350m W
724361
Castle - tower
719218,
DU025-017001KILGOBBIN
c.500m N
house
724746
This impressive tower house stands in private ground at the foot of the Dublin Mountains. It was associated with
the Walsh family (Goodbody 1993, 19-22). It rises to three storeys with stepped battlements marked by a string
course and a SE corner tower which projects above parapet level. It is built of randomly coursed granite blocks
with small packing stones. The entrance is in the S wall through a pointed segmental arched opening. It is
rectangular in plan (int. dims. L 8.2m; Wth 4.8m) with a vaulted ground floor on a N-S axis and a stair turret in the
SE. The interior is lit by a slit ope in the S wall. The N end collapsed in the 19th-century but the N and E walls
survive to foundation level. The base of the walls are considerably undercut in the interior. There are beam holes
visible at the top of the walls where the vault starts over the ground floor. The former existence of a loft at this
level is indicated by the presence of a slit ope in the S wall. There are remains of a fireplace on the W wall of the
upper floor and a square-headed rectangular window, with chamfered granite jambs. A lookout platform is carried
on a squinch arch (Anon 1900, 190-91, Anon 1914, 227-8; 1983, 79-81). In the field to the N of the tower house a
medieval ditch (L 14m, Wth 4m, d 1.2-1.3m) was excavated in 2003. The ditch deposits yielded unburnt bone and
four sherds of medieval pottery (Hagen, I. 2006, 163).
719230,
DU025-017002- Inn
KILGOBBIN
c.300m N
724587
Situated to the NE of Kilgobbin Road. An Inn which according to Goodbody (1993, 72-75) was on the site of
Oltown House. It was built in the 1690's and was known as the White House.
719265,
c.400m N
DU025-017003- Cist
KILGOBBIN
724689
Situated to the N of Kilgobbin Road. A cist was noted by Rev. George Goring Cuthbert in 1835. A human skeleton
enclosed in a cist was unearthed in the immediate vicinity of Kilgobbin castle (Leslie 1934).
718714,
c.700m NW
DU025-081---Pit-burial
KILGOBBIN
724580
This site was revealed during monitoring of topsoil-stripping (02E0906) associated with construction works for a
mixed residential development at Kilgobbin, Stepaside, Co. Dublin. The small Bronze Age cremation-burial
complex was uncovered, along with post-medieval activity (02E1220), in an area reserved for residential buildings,
bounded to the SW and NW by the townland boundary between Kilgobbin and Newtown Little. The area of activity
measured 3m E–W by 3.5m. Excavation took place from 22 to 31 July 2002.
The site was on NW-sloping ground overlooking the valley of Kilgobbin stream, with rising ground to the NW. The
features revealed included two cremation burials (F1 and F3), one of which (F1) contained a coarse pottery
vessel, two further pits (F5 and F19), and a complex of post-holes and stake-holes, concentrated to the SW of it.
Although most of the features were identified after the removal of the overlying topsoil, some were defined only
after successive trowelling and the combination of rainfall and watering. This applied particularly to some of the
small stake-holes (F15–17) and pit F19 to the SW of the stake-hole complex F6–7. F2, however, though first
appearing as a valid feature, proved to be a soil discoloration, possibly originating from the adjacent cremation
burial, F1. All features in this area cut into the natural, yellow/brown, gravelly boulder clay and were revealed
immediately below the thin topsoil cover, which reached a depth of 0.15–0.2m.
SMR No

Class

Townland

ITM

Cremation burials
Cremation burial F1 was oval, oriented N–S, and measured 0.8m by 0.6m by 0.28m deep. Before excavation,
cremated bone was visible in the charcoal-rich fill of loose, brown, sandy clay. An examination of the southern half
of the feature revealed a number of broken sherds of coarse pottery throughout the depth of the pit. These are
likely to be of Middle to Late Bronze Age date. A granite boulder was situated at the base of the pit, set into the
natural, yellow/brown, gravelly boulder clay. Examination of the northern half of the feature indicated that a largely
intact vessel was present. The remainder of the burial was removed for excavation by Cathy Daly of Margaret
Gowen & Co. Ltd. The interior of the vessel was filled with burnt bone and charcoal-rich soil. Directly beneath the
base of the vessel was a thin layer of redeposited natural. Below this again was a deposit of charcoal and burnt
bone, c. 0.05–0.06m deep. Within the vessel the concentration of bone appeared to be closer to the surface along
the S- to SW-facing sides and slightly deeper along the other sides, suggesting that the vessel may have been
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buried at a slight angle. The ceramic vessel is circular with a flat base and was buried in an upright position. The
base was slightly convex owing to post-deposition distortion. Although the base is complete, the sides are
fragmentary and none of the rimsherds is in situ. The vessel has pressure cracks and distortion that occurred
during burial, including movement of broken pieces. The minimum height of the vessel is 140mm, and the
maximum internal diameter is 200mm.
Cremation burial F3 was 1.8m NW of F1. This pit was roughly oval, oriented NW/SE, and measured 0.46m by
0.4m by 0.36m deep. The single fill was a charcoal-rich, grey/brown, sandy clay with small fragments of cremated
bone mixed throughout its depth. A round flint scraper was retrieved at the centre of the pit, 0.14m below the
surface of the feature. The truncated remains of a small stake-hole (F4), 0.15m in diameter and 0.09m deep, were
found 0.55m NE of this burial. An oval pit, oriented NW/SE and measuring 0.5m by 0.3m by 0.14m deep, was
situated 0.25m W of F3.
SMR No

Class

Townland

ITM

Stake-hole complex
This complex was 1.3m SW of burial F1 and 1.5m SE of burial F3. F7 originally appeared as a curvilinear feature
E of F6, which was oval in plan. Four further features were uncovered to the SW of this complex, including three
small stake-holes (F15–17) and a post-hole (F19). After excavation, F6 and F7 were found to represent a
collection of eight small stake-holes with a post-hole (F18) at the south-east side. The stake-holes averaged
0.15m in diameter and 0.1m deep. The fill was a moderately compact, grey/brown, sandy clay with occasional
charcoal flecks. Post-hole F18 was 0.3m in diameter and 0.11m deep. Its fill was a mid-brown, dry, compact,
sandy clay with charcoal flecking. This complex was oriented north-west/south-east and measured 1.4m by 0.9m.
It may have been part of some form of ritual related to the burials.
Features to the SW of the stake-hole complex
Three small stake-holes (F15–17) were found 0.2m SW of the stake-hole complex. These were set in a NW/SE
alignment, c. 0.8m long, and were 0.08–0.12m in diameter and 0.05–0.1m deep. The fills were identical to those
of the stake-holes described above. F19 was a pit, 0.2m west of F16–17. It measured 0.38m E–W by 0.3m and
contained a post-hole, 0.18m in diameter and 0.11m deep, on its eastern side. All features described are most
likely to be associated with the stake-hole complex nearby (Hagen 2002).
Compiled by: Geraldine Stout and Padraig Clancy
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Ritual site - holy
719428,
DU026-003---JAMESTOWN (Rathdown By.)
c.650m SW
well
723571
The site is located on a gentle NE facing slope. This is a small spring well in a private garden. A statue of St.
Patrick is in a niche over the well. Still venerated on St. Patrick's day (Ó Danachair 1958, 84).
720080,
DU026-004001- Church
KILGOBBIN
c.450m SE
723840
This site is located in a flat area, which has been heavily landscape due to its location within Stepaside Golf
Course. There are no visible traces of the early church site associated with St. Caoin at Jamestown. It formerly lay
close to a levelled area identified as a burial ground SW of the cross (DU026-004004-; Turner 1983, 64;
Goodbody 1993, 10).
720074,
c.450m SE
DU026-004002- Graveyard
KILGOBBIN
723849
This site is located in a flat area, which has been heavily landscape due to its location within Stepaside Golf
Course. A levelled area identified as a burial ground SW of the cross at Jamestown (DU026-004004-; Turner
1983, 64; Goodbody 1993, 10).
Ritual site - holy
DU026-004003KILGOBBIN
720065
723846
well
This site is located in a flat area, which has been heavily landscape due to its location within Stepaside Golf
Course. This is a natural spring well, dried up which marked by a setting and granite boulders. It lies in the middle
of an old laneway defined on either side by a boundary ditch. The holy well had its pattern day on May 1st, the
feast day of St. James (Goodbody 1993, 10). A cross stands beside the well (DU026-004004-).
DU026-004004- Cross
KILGOBBIN
720067
723838
This cross is located in a level area, which has been heavily landscape due to its location within Stepaside Golf
Course. The cross stands in a disused laneway and marks the position of a holy well associated with St. James
(DU026-004003-). This is a low stunted, granite cross with slightly projecting arms (dims. H 1.22m, Wth 0.61m).
The SW face of the cross depicts a sheela-na-gig type figure, possibly seated with head sunk on it's shoulders
(Guest 1936, 116, 123). This carving is listed by the National Museum of Ireland, as an exhibitionist figure that has
been mistakenly identified as a sheela-na-gig (Cherry 1992, 10). The figure has been recorded by McMahon and
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Roberts as a sheela-na-gig (McMahon and Roberts 2001, 149). Described by Freitag as a ‘sheela carved in high
relief on E face. Heavy round figure, with head set low between shoulders and slightly towards left; no ears; facial
features and navel indicated. Arms in front of body; hands joined over pudenda represented, or covered by worn
square object’ (Freitag 2004, 142). There is a circular moulding in high relief on the NE face.
720119,
DU026-015---Cist
JAMESTOWN (Rathdown By.)
c.900m SE
723467
This site is located in a low lying area and is located on the landscaped grounds of Stepaside Golf course. A cist
burial was found during sand-quarrying operations. The burial was accompanied by a Food Vessel (NMI 1927:45;
1927:64). Two other burials were found near by, one an inhumation accompanied by a Food Vessel contained in a
cist. The second, a cremation, was associated with a Food Vessel (Kavanagh 1973, 545-6, Waddell 1970, 116).
719658,
DU026-087---Linear earthwork
KILGOBBIN
c.250m NE
724606
Along the southern boundary of Greenfield House Goodbody (1993, 30) has identified a possible section of Pale
Ditch. This runs on a roughly E-W axis along a NE facing slope that falls away to a river c. 8m below surrounding
ground level. It comprises a roughly continuous linear bank of earth and stone (H 1m, Wth at top 0.9m, Wth at
base 1.4m) with a ditch on the southern or upper slope side (Wth 1.8m). This ditch is more apparent at the
western end of the earthwork. Heavy vegetation obstructs the present views.
719281,
DU026-121002- Linear earthwork
KILGOBBIN
c.400m N
724676
Goodbody (1993, 25-32) suggests that the Pale Ditch may have run through Kilgobbin. He indicates that a lane
which runs off Kilgobbin road to Kilgobbin cottage was a bank in the early eighteenth century, which followed the
line of a Pale ditch which it replaced.
719493,
DU026-123---Urn burial
KILGOBBIN
c.50m N
724431
Lewis (1837) reports that an urn was discovered in the lawn of Kilgobbin Cottage. This may be the remains of an
urn burial. The site is located at the foot of the Dublin mountains.
719455,
DU026-128---Redundant record
KILGOBBIN
c.400m SW
723842
719294,
DU026-156---Habitation site
KILGOBBIN
c.250m SW
723917
Archaeological test excavations in 1998 revealed evidence for a settlement site in the form of post-holes and wall
slots (Reid 2000, 66-67). Artefacts associated with the settlement included pottery and worked flints. A charcoal
sample produced a date of 3670+-50 BP.
718936,
c.750m NW
DU026-161---Burnt mound
KILGOBBIN
724926
A burnt mound located under the S slopes of Three Rock Mountain was archaeologically excavated in 2003. It
was located at in a marshy area at a kink in the stream. This horse-shoe shaped mound (L 7.6m, Wth 6.4m, D
0.15m) consisted of fire-cracked granite and charcoal. A sub-rectangular shallow cut or depression (L 1m, Wth
0.8m) was located 1m N of the burnt material. This was filled with fire-cracked stones and charcoal. No trough
was present. A fire bowl and a hearth were located 8m to the S. A hearth was uncovered in the vicinity of the fire
bowl. Associated with the hearth was a v-shaped structure composed of post-and stake-holes. A disturbed pit
containing Early-mid-Bronze age pottery lay nearby (Cryerhall 2006, 162).
SMR No

Class

Townland

ITM
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APPENDIX 3: TABLE OF PREVIOUS EXCAVATIONS IN VICINITY OF SITE
Excavations which did not uncover features of archaeological significance have been omitted from this list.
Townland
Kilgobbin
Dublin
Kilgobbin/
Newtown
Little
Kilgobbin/
Newtown
Little

Licence

Kilgobbin,
Dublin
Kilgobbin/
Newtown
Little
Kilgobbin/
Newtown
Little

00E0247

Summary findings
Testing in advance of a pipeline revealed ‘The Pale’ boundary. the scarp was found to
be a natural landscape feature with no evidence of human interference.

02E0906

Archaeological monitoring revealed three areas of archaeological interest; these were
excavated under three separate licences (02E1196, 02E1220 and 02E1104).

02E1104

Two modern spreads of charcoal.

02E1173
and ext

Testing in advance of a pipeline revealedpost-medieval activity was found throughout
the investigated area, comprising plough furrows, several stone drains and drainage
ditches, and two field boundaries, oriented north–south.

02E1196

Two cremation burials, one of which produced a Middle to Late Bronze Age coarse
ware vessel. Two pits and a cluster of stakeholes were also investigated.

02E1220

Excavation revealed two burnt spreads, field boundary of uncertain date, and
evidence for 18th or 19th century land reclamation.

Kilgobbin

03E0717

Kilgobbin

04E0501,
04E0777
& 04E0981

Kilgobbin

04E1373

Kilgobbin

05E0072

Kilgobbin

05E0322

Newtown
Little

05E0089

Newtown
Little

05E0655

Kilgobbin

07E0095

Kilgobbin

07E0413

Woodside

08E0427

Kilgobbin

14E0359

Clay Farm,
Kilgobbin

16E0610

A burnt mound was investigated that was associated with a hearth, postholes,
stakeholes and a pit. An assemblage of flints artefacts was recovered, and the pit
produced thirty-three sherds of Bronze Age pottery.
The programme of archaeological testing and monitoring uncovered a range of early
medieval features that were associated with an adjacent church site.49 These included
curvilinear ditches, pits, postholes and spreads, as well as a possible enclosure.
Several early medieval artefacts
were also recovered.
The investigations focused on two corn drying kilns and an early medieval enclosure.
The investigations produced evidence for Neolithic and Bronze Age settlement
activity.
Medieval ditches were archaeologically tested, that were possibly associated with
Kilgobbin Castle.
The excavation investigated two possible Beaker structures that produced a
substantial assemblage of ceramics. Neolithic pottery was uncovered from a pit, and
medieval pottery was uncovered from different features.
A cluster of pits were excavated that produced Middle Neolithic ceramics and flint
artefacts, while sherds of Beaker pottery were also recovered from the site.
Two possible boundary ditches were uncovered to the south of Ballyogan Road, as
well as two pits, a metalled surface, the remains of gatepost, and a wall associated
with Larkfield House.
Testing was undertaken in the vicinity of Kilgobbin Castle;51 however, no
archaeological remains were identified.
Monitoring of topsoil stripping revealed two burnt pits.
Testing works uncovered four areas of archaeological interest, an isolated pit with
saddle quern in Area 1, a cluster of 4 pits and prehistoric pottery in Area 2, a
curvilinear ditch in area 3 and a charcoal spread with copper alloy penannular ring
from Area 4, and it was also possible to discount the field boundary to the north of the
Ballyogan stream as being part of the Pale boundary.
The key findings consisted of two pits of uncertain chronology in Phase 1A, a Late
Bronze Age pit from Phase 1B, and a kiln, hearth, curvilinear feature, two pits and two
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Clay Farm,
Kilgobbin

17E0585

Clay Farm,
Kilgobbin

17E0585ext

Kilgobbin,
Dublin

18E0275

Kilgobbin
Dublin

18E0740

Kilgobbin

22E0187
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spreads from Phase 1C that dated from the early medieval to the post-medieval era.
The only artefacts recovered from the investigations comprised two sherds of Late
Bronze Age coarse ware, two quartz chunks and a saddle quern fragment, which
were all recovered from the Phase 1B pit.
Testing works across a possible section of the medieval Pale boundary did not reveal
the presence of any ditches or associated defensive features in proximity to the bank.
The sondage demonstrated that the bank was representative of a natural scarp, which
was formed by ice sheets during the Pleistocene.
Further testing on ‘The Pale’ boundary ditch. Where the Pale boundary is visible in the
Clay Farm development lands it appears to have been formed by the enhancement of
a natural scarp. Excavation revealed that parts of the Pale Boundary in this 47.2m
section have been enhanced to create a steeper gradient. The excavation confirms
the disparity in the defensive development of sections of the medieval earthwork over
short distances and highlights the Pale Boundary as an earthwork utilizing natural
topography in parts more so than a formal and continuously defended unbroken
border.
Testing works uncovered medieval and post medieval ditches
Testing works informed by 14E0359 (above) undertaken in the area previously
referred to as Area 2 uncovered multiple pits and postholes dating to the Late Bronze
Age
Monitoring and testing uncovered one human skeleton in a Medieval ditch and
multiple medieval, post medieval and early modern ditches and linears.
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APPENDIX 4: TABLE OF ENTRIES OF PROTECTED STRUCTURES IN VICINITY OF SITE
RPS
Ref. No.

NIAH Ref
No.

Structure.

Full Address

Description

1717

-

Church

Kilgobbin Lane,
Stepaside, Dublin 18.

Church

1688

60260008

Kilgobbin Villa

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18.

1689

60260002

Thornberry

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18.

1690

60260001

Castle Lodge

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1696

60250011

Kilgobbin Castle

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1700

-

Oldtown House

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1675

60260005

Violet Hill

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1676

60260007

Greenfield
Lodge

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1684

60260003

Kilgobbin House

Kilgobbin Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18

1662

60230006

Lisieux Hall
(Park Cottage)

1756

60250014

Building

1704

-

Fernhill House

2043

60260015

Jamestown
House

Murphystown Road,
Leopardstown, Dublin
18.
Stepaside Lane,
Stepaside, DUBLIN
Enniskerry Road,
Dublin 18.
Enniskerry Road,
Dublin 18.
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Detached three-bay two-storey house,
extant 1837, on a rectangular plan centred
on single-bay single-storey gabled
projecting glazed porch to ground floor;
three-bay two-storey rear (east) elevation.
Detached three-bay (two-bay deep) twostorey house, extant 1837, on a square
plan. Renovated.
Detached three-bay (two-bay deep) twostorey house, extant 1837, on a T-shaped
plan with single-bay (single-bay deep) twostorey central return (west). Renovated.
House and Barn. Detached five-bay singlestorey over part raised basement house,
extant 1909, on a cruciform plan centred on
single-bay single-storey gabled projecting
porch; single-bay (single-bay deep) fullheight central return (west).
House
Detached three-bay two-storey medical
officer's house, occupied 1901, on a Tshaped plan centred on single-bay twostorey breakfront; two-bay two-storey side
elevations with three-bay two-storey rear
(north) elevation.
Gate Lodge (Note: Entrance Piers, Railings
and Gates also Protected Structures).
Detached three-bay single-storey doublepile gate lodge, built 1813, on a rectangular
plan originally three-bay single-storey
single-pile. "Restored" to accommodate
occasional use.
Detached three-bay two-storey house,
extant 1837, on a T-shaped plan with singlebay (single- or two-bay deep) full-height
central return (west). Renovated, 2009.
House
1700-1837, Pound, extant 1837, on a
rectangular plan. Now disused.
House
House (exterior only).
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RPS
Ref. No.

NIAH Ref
No.

Structure.

Full Address

-

60260004

Mile stone/ Mile
post

Kilgobbin Road,
Murphystown, Dublin

-

60260006

Greenfield
House

Greenfield House,
Kilgobbin Road,
KILGOBBIN, DUBLIN

-

60250010

Mausoleum

Kilgobbin Lane,
KILGOBBIN, DUBLIN

-

60250013

Post Box

Stepaside Lane,
KILGOBBIN,
Stepaside, DUBLIN

-

60260009

Clay Farm

Clay Farm, Kilgobbin
Road, KILGOBBIN,
DUBLIN

27

Description
Freestanding inscribed cut-granite
milestone, extant 1909. Road fronted on
concrete footpath.
1844-1901. Detached three-bay two-storey
over basement house, extant 1901, on a Tshaped plan with single-bay (single-bay
deep) full-height central return (south).
Façade of freestanding single-bay singlestage vault, extant 1909.
1939-1984, Freestanding cast-iron "pillar
box" post box, between 1939-84, with "P&T
[Posts and Telegraphs]" monogram. Street
fronted on concrete brick cobbled footpath.
1865-1870, Detached three-bay two-storey
farmhouse, dated 1869, on a cruciform plan
centred on single-bay single-storey flatroofed advanced porch to ground floor;
single-bay (single-bay deep) full-height
central return (south). Occupied, 1911.

N
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Figure 2: Proposed Site Development
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Figure 3: Extracts from Cartographic Sources (i)
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Figure 4: Extracts from cartographic sources (ii)

June 2022
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Figure 5: Extracts from aerial photographs
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Figure 6: Test Trench Locations; 22E0446

June 2022
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Figure 7: Detailed Location of Test Trenches

June 2022
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Plate 1: Southwest corner, facing north

Plate 3: Northwest corner, Facing south
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Plate 2: Southeast corner, Facing southwest

Plate 4: Centre of site facing southeast showing spoil heaps
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Plate 5: Trench 5 from NW

Plate 6: Trench 6 from NW

Plate 7: Trench 7 from SE

Plate 8: Trench 8 from SE
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Plate 9: Trench 9 from NW
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Plate 10: Trench 10 from NW

